THE CHANGING ROLE OF PROXIMITY IN TODAY’S INTER-ORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONS

Abstract:
Geographical proximity i.e. the spatial concentration of organizations is a necessary requirement in the acquisition and transition of information as elementary resource between organizations. Today’s’ virtual communication methods and channels are able to connect physic distances and organizations far away from each other are interconnected through the different info communicational tools. However, virtual proximity does not entail unequivocally the evolution of relations between organizations.

The study will review the role of geographic and virtual proximity from the theoretical perspective which will be followed by the introduction of empirical research findings. Though organizations use virtual communication channels to maintain their relations internationally, periodical geographic proximity is needed. Geographic proximity plays different role and has different importance in diverse inter-organizational relation types.
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1 Introduction

The study of proximity in its traditional, geographic meaning is not a novelty however its analysis came to the fore due to the increasing importance of knowledge and innovation. Organizations function related to other organizations and institutions; inter-organizational ties are seen as relevant sources and play significant role in the evolution of organizations.

Geographical proximity i.e. the spatial concentration of organizations is a necessary requirement in the acquisition and transition of information as elementary resource between organizations. Today’s’ virtual communication methods and channels are able to connect physical distances and organizations far away from each other are interconnected through the different info communicational tools. However, virtual proximity does not entail unequivocally the evolution of relations between organizations.

First, the study will give a theoretical overview of the literature dealing with proximity and its role in inter-organizational relations. The term ‘proximity’ will be introduced in its traditional, spatial meaning and as (virtual) proximity ensured by virtual info communicational channels and tools in the virtual space between organizations. Then, an empirical research and its findings will be reviewed. The main objective of the research was to find answers to the following questions:

- Is geographical proximity needed in inter-organizational relations on the international level?
- How can the role of virtual proximity be described in today's inter-organizational relations?

The empirical research will demonstrate the results of a survey research which was carried out in Western Hungary and which contains information about organizations with international relations. Therefore, a comprehensive analysis of proximity in today’s inter-organizational relations will be presented.

2 The role of proximity

The term ‘proximity’ has several interpretation, thus it has to be defined clearly. Proximity in its traditional, spatial meaning is identified as the length of the shortest route between two points of the space (Lengyel – Rechnitzer 2004). Physical proximity (or distance) is often expressed by the term Euclidean distance that means the straight-line distance between two objects of the space. However, if economic actors are involved in the analysis different proximity measures and types should be taken into account. In the case of economic distance organizations can calculate with the costs that arise during transportation; distance expressed by time means how much time is needed for transportation (Mazurek 2012).

Several studies suggest the idea “death of distance” (Cairncross 1997, 2001; Johnson et al. 2006; Tranos – Nijkamp 2013) since the society uses different channels and virtual or digital places to maintain relations where the basics of geography do not exist and distance cannot be interpreted (Castells 2010).
On the other hand, other scholars (re)emphasize the key role of geographic proximity (Agnew – Livingstone 2011; Ghemawat 2001) and spatial concentration of R&D activities in cities (Boschma et al. 2014; Broekel – Boschma 2012; Cainelli – Zoboli 2012).

Based on the previously introduced concepts, virtual proximity is defined as a facilitator of interactions between objects (e.g. people or organizations) even through great geographic distances, thus, virtual proximity can bridge spatial distance. According to Coughlan (2014) virtual proximity is a kind of emotional closeness that is developed through the usage of info communication technologies and tools. It is not enough to possess the digital tools, these tools should be used as digital or virtual channels to communicate and to build and maintain relations with others (Coughlan 2014).

Previous studies have concluded that geographical proximity works not an exclusive factor in inter-organizational communication but periodically it is essential – especially during the evolution of interactions between organizations and settlements' local governments (Kecskés – Tompos 2017; Kecskés 2015; Szőke – Kovács 2014; Tompos et al. 2014).

Figure 1: Concept of geographical and virtual proximity
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The concept and the interaction of geographical and virtual proximity illustrated in Figure 1 are based on the theoretical overview and will be studied in details in the empirical research. Geographical proximity is examined in two dimensions; first, the importance of spatial proximity, then the need of permanent geographic proximity will be evaluated by the enterprises.

It is assumed that virtual proximity through the usage of virtual communication channels (telephone, e-mail and other digital tools) can bridge geographical distances between organizations on the international level while geographical proximity is not at all necessary in these inter-organizational relations.

3 Empirical research and its findings

The main aim of the research was to study the changing role of spatial and virtual proximity on the international level of inter-organizational relations, moreover to adjust the concept highlighted in Figure 1 according to the research findings. Based on the literature review and based on the specific territorial aspects of the analyzed region, two research questions were defined:
• Is geographical proximity needed in inter-organizational relations on the international level?
• How can the role of virtual proximity be described in today's inter-organizational relations?

In order to examine the impact of geographic proximity in inter-organizational relations, a questionnaire survey was developed.¹ The research was conducted in Western Hungary in 2017; the final sample consists of 610 enterprises which possess at least one relation with foreign organizations. All the enterprises of the empirical research are situated in the Western counties of Hungary where the rate of foreign direct investments is the second highest in the country; moreover, this region is close to the Austrian, Slovakian, Slovenian and Croatian border and to the Western countries where most of the FDI is coming from.²

Enterprises of the survey (N=610) possess foreign organizational relations all over the world, however the main direction of these relations are in the European Union with other member states. There is one exception: relations with foreign higher institutions, universities and research institutions are oriented mainly to the neighboring countries of Hungary. The most significant and the highest number of relations are the business-type relations, i.e. relations with foreign suppliers and sales.

The relevance of geographic proximity was measured on a 1-5 scale; the results show significant differences in the evaluation of spatial closeness to different partner types. Geographic proximity is the most relevant in the case of suppliers and sub-contractors (N=530); 3.62 mean suggest that the spatial concentration of such partners are hold significant. The importance of the clients and customers' physical proximity is evaluated quite similar (mean=3.56; N=557). The total average importance index of geographical proximity is 3.61 in the case of business-type partner relations. On the other hand, the non-business partner relations are less important: its total average importance index is 2.29.

Beside the evaluation of spatial proximity's importance in international inter-organizational relations, enterprises should have also expressed when face-to-face, personal meetings are needed. Based on previous studies (Reisinger 2014; Csizmadia – Grosz 2012) several joint interaction and cooperation types were listed and enterprises should evaluate in which cases they need personal meeting or interaction with their partners (see Figure 2). Although they do not hold geographical proximity significant, enterprises can state that they met their partners personally in specific interactions or joint initiatives. Thus, a more comprehensive analysis can be carried out regarding the examination of geographic proximity. Figure 2 shows the need for personal meetings and interactions in the international inter-organizational relations of the sample enterprises.

¹ The introduced empirical research is part a wide-range study of the author's doctoral dissertation and contains selected findings related to the analysed topic.

The need for geographic proximity in the form of personal interactions shows different tendencies in various interaction types. In case of contracting both with clients (92.84% of enterprises) and suppliers (88.99% of enterprises), personal meetings and thus, geographic proximity is needed. When signing contracts with clients, permanent personal meetings are preferred while during contracting with suppliers, periodic face-to-face appointments are more often organized. In other joint interactions, ad hoc personal, i.e., spatial proximity is needed. Joint marketing activities require permanent physical closeness to partners the least of all.

Although the need for personal interaction is diverse in the different joint actions, geographic proximity stays relevant even if it is ensured by ad hoc meetings or occasionally. However, it is important to examine what kind of channels and tools are preferred by enterprises during time periods when there is no personal interaction between them.

The usage of e-mails is the most supported by sample enterprises with international partners in case of all joint interactions. 269 enterprises use e-mails to change information with their partners;
during contracting with foreign clients and suppliers sample enterprises use virtual communication channels (e-mail and phone) as a complementary and not an exclusive tool to keep in contact.

4 Conclusions

Based on the findings of the empirical research, the first research question can be answered by the statement that geographic proximity is necessary in the studied inter-organizational relations, though its importance is evaluated differently with various partners. While business partners’ (both, clients and suppliers) spatial closeness is relevant, non-business partners’ (e.g. local government, EDOs or higher educational institutions) geographic proximity to the sample enterprises is less important.

Moreover, the necessity of personal interactions shows also a diverse picture: geographical proximity is needed at least in the form of periodic, occasional personal interactions between organizations.

Virtual channels as communicational tools are more and more preferred by enterprises, however, the exclusivity of their usage cannot be observed. These channels function mostly as complementary means and preferred during the time periods when geographic distances should be bridged by them to keep contact with foreign partners. Thus, the concept of geographical and virtual proximity should be adjusted with some corrections (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Model and interaction of geographical and virtual proximity

Geographical proximity has two forms – permanent and ad hoc/periodic proximity – and virtual proximity works as a complementary factor in inter-organizational relations on the international level.

The need of permanent geographic proximity depends on the type of the partner (business or non-business organizations) and also on the joint interaction or cooperation with the foreign partners. The need and the usage of virtual channels in inter-organizational relations is increasing, though these digital communicational tools function as supplementary channels and can bridge geographic distances only periodically.
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